Stay on top of new techniques, products with implants

Thanks to rapidly advancing technology, the field of implant dentistry is always changing and evolving. Clinicians must be vigilant in their efforts to keep up with new techniques, new products and new technology that could affect treatment planning.

And that’s what makes the publication you are holding right now so valuable.

For this issue of implants, we’ve assembled a collection of articles from a variety of respected names and companies in dentistry. These expert clinicians are sharing their first-hand knowledge and expertise with you. In this issue, you can read about implant site preservation, and you can also learn about blade implants. We also have news on implant events and technology.

But there’s more.

Every issue of implants magazine also contains a C.E. component. By reading the articles (beginning on Page 6) on “Decisions in implant treatment planning” by Dr. Kalman and “Simultaneous implant placement and provisionalization using a CATA in an avulsion site,” by Drs. Ross, Pette and Ross, and then taking short online quizzes on the articles at www.DTStudyClub.com, you will gain one ADA CERP-certified C.E. credit.

Keep in mind that because implants is a quarterly magazine, you can actually chisel at least four C.E. credits per year out of your already busy life without any lost revenue and time away from your practice. To learn more about how you can take advantage of this C.E. opportunity, visit www.DTStudyClub.com.

Finally, if you are interested in becoming a published author, we are always looking for experienced clinicians to write C.E. articles and offer their expertise to our readers. Contact Managing Editor Sierra Rendon at s.rendon@dental-tribune.com for more information on submitting an article.

I hope you enjoy this issue and that you get the most out of it.

Sincerely,

Torsten Oemus
Publisher
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